The processing of the older MS Word format in the GSDL depends on the correct encoding of the temporary HTML file. The "windows-scripting" fails, but the wvware.exe program is successful. The actual .docx format needs user to change the setting in the Word configuration. A temporary HTML file should be encoded in UTF-8 instead of the Windows-1250 preset in the Czech environment. The automatic conversion from ISO-8859-2 to Windows-1250 for HTML pages is wrong, but the conversion ISO-8859-1 to Windows-1252 is valid. The automatic language detection is sometimes incorrect due to the predomination of a similar language model. The automatic language detection needs further investigation.
Processing complex documents
We introduced the definition of the complex document types in the part I (Pinkas, 2014) . The MS Word documents are undoubtedly one of the complex document types. The GSDL can handle both the old format doc, and the current docx format. The processing means converting the source format to HTML and to GSDL archive format, including automatic encoding and language detection.
If you choose in the WordPlugin.pm the argument convert_to html for docx format two main files are stored: one in XML format, the second as the original docx document. Other files may also be stored, such as images, which were part of .docx and are now associated files. If necessary, the original document is available in its original format.
Processing older MS Word format
The module WordPlugin.pm enables the processing of Word documents (Building collections, 2009) . It itself uses an adapted program wvWare.exe or MS Word and other Windows programs. If no argument is set for WordPlugin, the wvWare.exe is activated. If the user chooses the argument -windows_scripting, the MS Word will be used.
The wvWare.exe program is able to process only the .doc format, not .docx. The Word .doc documents are encoded in Unicode (UTF-16) (Flohr 2013) . In the first step, GSDL converts the document from the doc format to HTML format. The result is a temporary HTML file, always UTF-8 encoded (Flohr 2013 , Wood 2015 . Its <META> header includes the information on the charset used.
In the next step, the automatic encoding and language detection takes place. Whether or not we choose -windows_scripting, the language detection is always incorrect since it always goes back to English, which is the default language, instead of Czech. 
The HTM(L) format processing
We separately examined some HTML documents written in Czech or English and encoded in CP1250 (Code Page Identifiers, 2015) , ISO-8859-2, UTF-8 and ISO-8859-1 (Koellerwirth) . In each input document, the charset attribute was set correctly. The automatic language detection failed twice as the Slovak language model predominated. We present the details below. The meaning of shortcuts in the last column is as follows: g … good, w … wrong. D2 -D4 (cs). D2 is similar to D1, but the encoding is different. Program textcat.pm detected ISO-8859-2 so ReadTextFile.pm assigned Windows-1250 encoding finding a long dash (0x96) in the range 0x80-0x9F. The tables ISO-8859-2/Windows-1250 differ in only six characters. Translated into the UTF-8 they are incorrect. The remaining characters are fine. The language detection is correct. D3 (cs) is almost the same as the D2. It differs only in the replacement of the long dash 0x96 with the short one -0x2D. In the UTF-8, both the encoding and display of the document are correct as is the language detection.
D4 (cs) is almost the same as the D3, but the encoding is UTF-8. The import.pl identified correctly both the encoding and language, the conversion to UTF-8 is correct.
D5 (cs). The problem of encoding was solved properly. The predominance of the sk-windows_1250.lm led to the wrong language recognition (sk), the original document was in Czech.
D6 and D7 (both en) incorporated the META tag with charset=ISO-8859-1, but the detection ended in the UTF-8 encoding. The mismatch does not matter due to the used range of characters in English. Code values of all characters were the same regardless of the encoding method. The language detection was correct.
Processing MS Word documents -docx format
The docx format is an open format; it uses XML language and some special namespaces. If we change the file extension from docx to zip the common archive extraction produces a set of directories and files. All files are encoded in UTF-8 and have the XML format.
We will first convert docx to HTML. The vwWare.exe does not process the docx format. In WordPlugin we use the argument -windows_scripting. GSDL uses docx2html.vbs and MS Word. Transfer to HTML is done, but WordPlugin does not save the temporary HTML file. There is no possibility to evaluate the outcome of the conversion. 
Conversion to GSDL archival format
We tested the accuracy of the conversion of docx documents to the GSDL archive format using a method similar to simple texts testing. The automatic encoding and language detection accuracy was involved.
We summarize tested documents in the table below. In the second column, Lang. is the source language abbreviation. In the column Temporary file HTML/encoding the values of metadata found in the archive file doc.xml appear. The column To UTF-8/language brings the results of the manual revision of both encoding and language as found in doc.xml files. The meaning of abbreviations in the last column is as follows: g … good, w … wrong. We present some metadata and document elements of the D1 document in the archival format. Then we explain the efficiency of the automatic detection for individual documents.
Plugins with arguments
WordPlugin filename_encoding -auto -convert_to html -windows_scripting
StructuredHTMLPlugin -default_language cs -input_encoding auto
The resulting XML file for D1 (selected metadata elements).
<Archive> <section> <Description> <Metadata Name="gsdldoctype"> indexed_doc </ Metadata> <Metadata Name="Language"> en </ Metadata> <Metadata Name="Encoding"> windows_1252 </ Metadata> <Metadata Name="URL"> http:// .../ opdocxa/tmp/1377438016/appl_fr.html </Metadata> <Metadata Name="Title"> Cerf </ Metadata> D1 (fr). According to the input file contents, the encoding ISO-8859-1 should be detected but it is Windows-1252. One possible reason is the presence of a character in the range 0x80-0x9F. Document 7 (fr). Characters in the 0x80-0x9F range were not present so ReadTextFile.pm selected the ISO-8859-1 and it did not reset the encoding indication. The document served as a comparison with the incorrectly assessed D1.
The accuracy of automatic encoding detection method had mixed results: good and bad. The automatic language detection, with one exception, was unsuccessful.
A survey of failures and repair attempts 3.1 Incorrect encoding detection
The import.pl program should convert documents in Western languages to the ISO-8859-1 or ISO-8859-15. All of them are correct except for D1 (fr). Reading documents we find no error in either the docx or html version. However, there must be a hidden error. Adjusted html version contains at least one character from the 0x80-0x9F range.
In the adjusted hypertext version, we can found some interesting codes: 0x92 (apostrophe), 0x93 and 0x94 (special quotation mark) present in Windows-1252 too. The ISO-8859-1 and Windows-1252 (Wikipedia contributors 2015) tables are identical in columns 0x0A-0x0F but not in the column 0x09. After conversion to UTF-8, an error is visible.
The situation is different in D2 (cs) and D3 (sk). The program Textcat.pm recognized the Slovak anthem incorrectly as ISO-8859-1 and presented its results to the caller program ReadTextFile.pm. The D5 (Italian) included letters a, e, u with blunt accent. When converting docx to HTML MS Word set target encoding to Windows-1250. Lacking codes for those accented letters it replaced them with character entities as in the word città (&agrave;). The text analysis led to the ISO-8859-1. In the table ISO-8859-1, the letter à corresponds to 0xE0. After the conversion to UTF-8 (Koellerwirth ) , the entity values replace character entity. The same holds for other blunt accented letters.
Errors that are more serious occur in docx documents using the character set Windows-1250 and MS Word Auto Repair function. When the automatic insertion of no-breaking space between the preposition and the next word (language-dependent) is done, there is no harm provided its encoding value 0xA0 is outside the 0x80-0x9F range. The special characters in the 0x80-0x9F range, such as long dash or special quotes, however, change the encoding indication.
If the module Textcat.pm indicates the ISO-8859-1 and characters in the 0x80-0x9F range occur in the text, the ReadTextFile.pm changes encoding indication from ISO-8859-1 to Windows-1252. The change does not matter if the text is actually in ISO-8859-1.
The encoding Indication of input text is ISO-8859-1 but in reality it is Windows-1250, containing characters in the 0x80-0x9F range, the conversion to the Windows-1252 causes errors. The
ReadTextFile.pm module then incorrectly converts some Windows-1250 characters.
Some characters affected by the described procedure are presented in the following 
Attempts to improve the automatic encoding detection results
We tried to change a tiny piece of ReadTextFile.pm program (Lenz, 2015) , o, u (é, í, î, ó, ú, etc.) . Of these, five (é, í, î, ó, ú) are identically located in Windows-1252 and Windows-1250 tables.
The end users can avoid the problems associated with encoding in GSDL by designing collections based on language. E.g., he/she will have a collection of documents based on the Windows-1250 encoding and another collection based on Windows-1252. Documents in English and German can be present anywhere. When creating collections based on encoding the ReadTextFile.pm module should be modified as shown above.
The results of the automatic language detection
From the table presenting results of processing modern Word format (docx) in GSDL, it follows that the language detection often fails. Can we assume the cause lies in the similarity of the language models? If there are more than three possible candidates for automatic language detection, the standard language value is set, i.e. English. This value was quite frequent in our testing, even in non-English texts. Another assumption is that it is a user error when working with the system, especially with plugins.
The automatic language detection is not correct when the doc or docx document types are processed.
As we have seen, the language was usually correctly detected in longer simple text documents. When converting HTML documents to archive format we get often proper automatic encoding and language detection, even if the META charset attribute is empty. The misidentification of the language occurred when the close language model was at hand and it had the same encoding as the analyzed text.
